Abstract -This paper introduces a calculation procedure for modeling and control simulation of a condensate distillation column based on the energy balance (L-V) structure. In this control, the reflux rate L and the boilup rate V are used as the inputs to control the outputs of the purity of the distillate overhead and the impurity of the bottom products. The mathematical modeling simulation is an important part for the process dynamic analysis and the plant initial design. In this paper, the mathematical modeling simulation is accomplished over three phases: the basic nonlinear model of the plant; the full-order linearised model; and the reduced-order linear model. The reduced-order linear model is then used as the reference model for a model-reference adaptive control (MRAC) system to verify the applicable ability of a conventional adaptive controller for a distillation column dealing with the disturbance and the model-plant mismatch as the influence of the plant feed disturbances.
INTRODUCTION
Distillation is the most popular and important separation method in the petroleum industries for purification of final products. Distillation columns are made up of several components, each of which is used either to transfer heat energy or enhance mass transfer.
Calculation of the distillation column in this paper is based on a real petroleum project to build a gas processing plant to raise the utility value of condensate. The quality of the output products is the purity of the distillate, x D , higher/equal than 98% and the impurity of the bottoms, x B , less/equal than 2%. The basic feed stock data and its actual compositions are based on the reference [1] .
The L-V structure, which is called energy balance structure, can be considered as the standard control structure for a dual composition control distillation. In this control structure the liquid flow rate L and the vapor flow rate V are the control inputs. The objective of the controller is to maintain the product outputs concentrations x B and x D despite the disturbance in the feed flow F and the feed concentration c F (Figure 1 ).
The goals of this paper are twofold: first, to present a theoretical calculation procedure of a condensate column for simulation and analysis as an initial step of a project feasibility study, and second, for the controller design: a reduced-order linear model is derived such that it best reflects the dynamics of the distillation process and used as the reference model for a model-reference adaptive control (MRAC) system to verify the ability of a conventional adaptive controller for a distillation process dealing with the disturbance and the plantmodel mismatch as the influence of the feed disturbances.
In this study, the system identification is not employed since experiments requiring a real distillation column is still not implemented yet. All calculations and simulations in this paper are implemented by Matlab version 7.0. 
II. MATHEMATICAL PROCESS MODEL AND SIMULATION
The column is designed with N=14 trays. The model is simplified by lumping some components together (pseudocomponents) and modeling the column dynamics on these pseudocomponents only [2] . Table 1 summaries the initial calculated data for the main streams of input feed flow rate: Condensate, output distillate overhead product: LPG and output bottom product: Raw gasoline.
The vapor boilup V generated by the heat input to the reboiler is calculated as [3] . The latent heat at any temperature is described in terms of the latent heat at the normal boiling point [4] . Major design parameters to determine the liquid holdup on tray, column base and reflux drum are calculated mainly based on references [5] [6] [7] . The model is simplified under assumptions in [8] . Constant relative volatility throughout the column and the vapor-liquid equilibrium relation can be expressed as:
where n x : liquid concentration on n th stage; n y : vapor concentration on n th stage; α : relative volatility. The dynamic model can be expressed by the following equations: Condenser (n=N+2):
Tray above the feed flow (n=f+1):
Tray below the feed flow (n=f):
Although the model is simplified, the representation of the distillation system is still nonlinear due to the vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship between n y and n x in (1).
The distillation process simulation is shown in Figure 2 .
If there is no disturbance in the operating conditions as shown in Figure 3 , the system is to reach the steady state such that the purity of the distillate product 0.9654
and the impurity of the bottoms product 0.0375 Table 2 indicates the steady state values of concentration of x n and y n on each tray. Since the feed stream depends on the upstream processes. The changes of the feed stream can be considered as disturbances including the changing in feed flow rates and feed compositions. Simulations with these disturbances indicate that the quality of the output products gets worse if the disturbances exceed some certain ranges as shown in Table 3 . Hence we will use an adaptive controller -MRAC to take the system from these steady state outputs to the desired output targets ( 98%
III. LINEARIZATION OF THE DISTILLATION PROCESS
In order to obtain a linear control model for this nonlinear system, we assume that the variables deviate only slightly from some operating conditions [9] . Then the nonlinear equation in (1) 
The full-order linear model which represents a two inputs -two outputs plant in equation in (8) can be expressed as a reduced order linear model as in [10] [11] :
where: (0) G is the steady state gain: 
Equation (10) 
IV. MRAC BUILDING AND SIMULATION
Adaptive control is widely applied in petroleum industries because of two main reasons: Firstly, most of processes are nonlinear and the linearized models are used to design the controllers, so that the controller must change and adapt to the model-plant mismatch; Secondly, most of the processes are non-stationary or their characteristics are changed with time, this leads again to adapt the changing control parameters.
The general form of a MRAC is based on an inner-loop Linear Model Reference Controller (LMRC) and an outer adaptive loop shown in [ ] We assume that the reduced-order linear model in equation (11) can also maintain the similar steady state outputs as the basic nonlinear model. Now we use this model as an MRAC to take the process plant from these steady state outputs to the desired targets amid the disturbances and the plant-model mismatches as the influence of the feed stock disturbances.
The design of a new adaptive controller is shown in Figure  5 where we install an MRAC and a closed-loop MPC (Model Predictive Control) controller to eliminate the errors between the reference setpoints and the outputs. MPC is also known as Receding Horizon Control or Moving Horizon Control. It is an optimization-based technique to generate online feedback optimal control to linear or nonlinear systems subject to constraints. The feedback control is obtained by solving online a sequence of open-loop optimal control problems. Calculations for the MPC controller in this paper are referred to several physical restrictions, especially in petroleum industry [13] . The constraints on the inputs and outputs can be grouped together into a single matrix inequality as: 
It is important that the controller satisfies these constraints. Through some standard matrix algebra, these constraints can be defined together in the form of a single inequality. Then the constraint set in equation (12) can be represented in terms of the following inequality:
Processes usually operate with the desired target values or the output setpoints. In some operations, the desired setpoint values might change over time. Therefore, the target tracking is an important part of any controller design. The objective function for the target tracking is to determine the feasible steady-state outputs to which the regulator converges, that minimize their deviation from the desired target values. Target tracking can be formulated as an optimization MPC problem that uses the quadratic objective function to minimize the deviation of the steady-state outputs and inputs from the desired target values: 
where | t k t y + and r are the predicted outputs and the output setpoints, respectively. Ξ and Ψ are penalty matrices. In the target tracking MPC regulator, the steady-state outputs of the process will be equal to the target setpoints if there is no constraint and disturbance. The formulation (14) is the one the authors consider for the remainder of this paper to verify the ability of a MPC for this process. Other parameters are referred to as in [14] . Simulation in Figure 6 shows that the controlled outputs D x and B x are always stable and tracking to the model outputs and the reference setpoints (the dotted lines) amid the disturbances and the plant-model mismatches. The mathematical modeling simulation is accomplished over three phases: the basic nonlinear model, the full order linearized model and the reduced order linear model. Results from the simulations and analysis are helpful for initial steps of a petroleum project feasibility study and design.
The reduced order linear model is used as the reference model for an MRAC controller. The controller of MRAC and MPC theoretically allows the plant outputs tracking the reference setpoints to achieve the desired product quality amid the disturbances and the model-plant mismatches as the influence of the feed stock disturbances.
In this paper, the calculation of the mathematical model building and the reduced-order linear adaptive controller is only based on the physical laws from the process. The real system identifications including the experimental production factors, specific designed structures, parameters estimation and the system validation are not mentioned here. Further, the MRAC controller is not suitable for the on-line handling of the process constraints. 
